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10. Working with text
Selecting a font
The Font menu in the Text Edit Bar makes it easy to find the right font for your project.
Step 1 Once text has been added to your project, personalize with the perfect font. Select the text you
want to edit by clicking on any solid area of the text. You will see the Bounding Box appear around the
text and the Text Edit Bar appear in the Edit Panel automatically.

Step 2 Click on the drop-down Font Menu in the Text Edit Bar to open the list of available fonts. Practice
searching for a font by typing in “Helvetica” or “Letters.” The filter links at the top of the font list will
make it easy for you to filter your search results by All, System, or Cricut.




System Fonts are the fonts you have installed on your local desktop computer.
Cricut Access Fonts are the fonts you can access with a Cricut Access membership or through
individual purchase. They are labeled with a green “a” on the left.
Exclusive Fonts are fonts that require purchase beyond your Cricut Access membership. These
are marked with a price under the font name. When you purchase an exclusive font, you will
always have access to it.
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Tip You can design with any font with a price shown next to its name for free. If you like the look and
choose to use the font for your project, you will be asked to purchase it prior to cutting your project.
Step 3 To the right of the search bar, click Filter to see additional ways to narrow your search results.
This Filter menu allows you to filter results by My Fonts, Single-Layer, Multi-Layer, and Writing Style
fonts.





My Fonts: Fonts that you have access to through a Cricut Access membership or have
purchased.
Single-Layer Fonts: Fonts with only one layer.
Multi-Layer Fonts: Fonts with more than one layer.
Writing Style Fonts: Fonts specifically designed to be written with a pen. While most fonts will
trace the outside of the letters, Writing Style fonts feature letters made with single strokes
similar to handwritten text.
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Step 4 To scroll through the list of fonts, position your mouse on the far right side of the font search
results and scroll up or down.

Step 5 When you find a font you like, position your mouse over the row. If the sample string of text (The
Quick Brown Fox Jumps Over the Lazy Dog…) is longer than the width of the Font menu, letters will flow
to the left, so you can preview all of the numbers and symbols.
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Step 6 When you select a font by clicking on the row, the Font menu will disappear and the text you
have selected on the Canvas will change to the selected font.

Tip Text boxes can only contain one font, however you can add as many text boxes to a project as
desired.
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